PROMOTE OUR ZAZZLE PRODUCTS
TO YOUR CONTACTS AND FOLLOWERS!
At Janusian Gallery, our mission is to
make extraordinary art available and
affordable to as many people as
possible. As you might expect, that's a lot
of work for just two people. While we
promote our products aggressively via
this weblog, Facebook page, web site,
Pinterest page, Twitter feed, Instagram
page, Wanedo, Flickr feed, YouTube,
Tumblr page, etc., we understand that
our reach to the online community is
somewhat limited. That's where we could
use a little help.
You know people we don't know who
may be interested in buying products
from our seven Zazzle stores: Janusian
Gallery, Be There Invitations, Smell My
Feet, Heavenly Peace, Rover the Bear,
Waving the Flag, and Just Mandalas. We
don't expect you to introduce them to
our products out of the sheer bigness of
your heart and neither does Zazzle.
Zazzle has developed an affiliate
program (www.zazzle.com/sell/affiliates)
to essentially pay you a commission on
sales you generate while promoting the
work of Zazzle designers like Janusian
Gallery. Be your own boss and work
whatever hours you please. This could be

a good opportunity for anyone who's
good with computers and wants to work
from home.

First, if you haven't done so already, sign
up for a Zazzle account to obtain a
referrral ID. Next, read Zazzle's information
on to use that referral ID to earn a referral
fee on sales of our products from
customers you brought to our pages.
Read the instructions carefully to make
sure you'll get full credit for the sales you
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generate. You're not limited to just
Janusian Gallery products: you can
promote any of the billions of products for
sale on Zazzle. There are no upfront costs:
all it takes is "sweat equity" in finding items
you like and getting the word out about
them. (While you may decide to
purrchase your own business cards or buy
ad words at your own cost, we do not
believe Zazzle requires this.)
Curate
collections of products that others might
also like.
While browsing through Zazzle for items
you might like to promote as an affiliate/
associate, please visit our stores and
check out our more than 2,200 items:
Janusian Gallery (our flagship store):
www.zazzle.com/janusian_gallery

Smell My Feet (custom cartoon
illustrations and graphic design items):
www.zazzle.com/smell_my_feet
Be There Invitations (custom wedding
and special event invitations):
www.zazzle.com/be_there_invitations
Just Mandalas (colorful mandalas /
kaleidoscopic images):
www.zazzle.com/Just_Mandalas
Heavenly Peace (Christmas/holiday):
www.zazzle.com/heavenly_peace
Rover the Bear (encouraging imagination
and non-conformity):
www.zazzle.com/rover_the_bear
Waving the Flag (patriotic, election, and
flag-inspired merchandise):
www.zazzle.com/waving_the_flag

We wouldn't suggest that you do anything we wouldn't do ourselves. Our Zazzle stores
include sections for other people's products that we like. We're blown away by the
creativity on Zazzle and want to introduce our store visitors to items they might not find by
themselves. (And yes, we make a referral fee of any sales of them.)
THE FINE PRINT
Finally, because some of our best friends are lawyers, we want to remind you that although we may be recruiting you
to be a Zazzle associate, your arrangement is entirely with Zazzle. We take no responsibility for the results of this
arrangement. That means, among other things, that we're not responsible for any failure on Zazzle's part to credit you
for a sale or any failure to pay you all monies owed. We're also not responsible for things you do yourself as an
associate / affiliate. And because we have absolutely no control over Zazzle's manufacturing or distribution process,
your sole recourse (and the sole recourse for your customers and ultimate users of the products) for problems with
product quality, safety, delivery, and performance is through Zazzle and/or the product manufacturer. Janusian
Gallery also makes no representations, promises, or guarantees as to earnings realization or potential. If you do not
agree to this, then do not promote our products.

To become a Zazzle affiliate, visit www.zazzle.com/sell/affiliates

www.janusiangallery.com | janusiangallery.blogspot.com | janusiangallery@gmail.com
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